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The print and digital material ("the material") for this presentation was prepared by the analyst team of Desautels Capital Management (“DCM"). The qualitative and

statistical information ("the information") contained in the material is based upon various sources and research believed to be reliable and DCM makes every effort to

ensure that the information is accurate and up to date, but DCM accepts no responsibility and gives no guarantee, representation or warranty regarding the accuracy or

completeness of the information quoted in the material. For reasons of succinctness and presentation, the information provided in the material may be in the form of

summaries and generalizations, and may omit detail that could be significant in a particular context or to a particular person. Any reliance placed on such information

by you shall be at your sole risk.

Opinions expressed herein are current opinions as of the date appearing in this material only and are subject to change without notice. In the event any of the

assumptions used herein do not prove to be true, results are likely to vary substantially. All investments entail risks. There is no guarantee that investment strategies

will achieve the desired results under all market conditions and each investor should evaluate its ability to invest for a long term especially during periods of a market

downturn. No representation is being made that any account, product, or strategy will or is likely to achieve profits, losses, or results similar to those discussed, if any.

This information is provided with the understanding that with respect to the material provided herein, that you will make your own independent decision with respect

to any course of action in connection herewith and as to whether such course of action is appropriate or proper based on your own judgment, and that you are capable

of understanding and assessing the merits of a course of action. DCM shall not have any liability for any damages of any kind whatsoever relating to this material.

You should consult your advisors with respect to these areas. By accepting this material, you acknowledge, understand and accept the foregoing.

No part of this document may be reproduced in any manner, in whole or in part, without the prior written permission of DCM, other than current DCM employees.

Should you wish to obtain details regarding the various sources or research carried out by DCM in the compilation of this marketing presentation please

email mcgillhim@gmail.com.
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Section I

Oil & Gas 101



 Upstream

 Exploration & Production

 O&G Services

 Example: MEG Energy, Pulse Seismic, Parex

 Midstream

 Transportation: Pipelines, Rail, Barges, Trucking

 Storage

 Example: Enbridge, TransCanada

 Downstream

 Refining

 Marketing (Distributors, Fuel Stations)

 Example: Valero, Sunoco

 Integrated

 Integrated companies operate in multiple areas across the 
value chain
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Source: Petrostrategies.

Oil & Gas 101
Crude Oil Value Chain



Oil & Gas 101
Oil Grades, Reserves, and Resources

 The American Petroleum Institute (API) measures the “weight” 
or quality of crude oil on the API gravity scale

 API Gravity
 Light Oil (>31.1⁰)  Flows easily through wells and pipelines 

and can be refined into a large quantity of transportation 
fuels

 Commands the highest price

 Shale oil in the United States is light oil

 Heavy Oil (<22.3⁰) Carbon-rich and requires additional 
pumping in order to flow it through wells and pipelines

 More difficult to extract compared to light oil 

 Commands a lower price then light oil

 Bitumen (Oil Sands) Semi-solid hydrocarbon mixture

 Diluted (blended) with condensate or synthetic crude 
oil to produce diluted bitumen (dilbit) or synthetic 
bitumen (synbit) in order to flow it through pipelines

 Can be sold at a discount to light oil or upgraded into 
light oil

 Sulfur Content
 Measures the level of the sulfur impurity

 Sweet: Sulfur < 0.5%

 Sour: Sulfur > 0.5%
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Oil Grades Oil Reserves & Resources

 Proved Reserves (P1 or 1P)

 90% probability of being recovered

 Probable Reserves (P2)

 50% probability of being recovered

 Possible Reserves (P3)

 10% probability of being recovered

 2P  Proved + Probable Reserves

 3P  Proved + Probable + Possible Reserves

 Resources

 Not yet technically or commercially recoverable, and can be 
classified as either Contingent or Prospective



Oil & Gas 101
Oil Extraction

 In-Situ
 Deeper bitumen deposits (generally >100m)

 Approx. 97% of oil sands in place (142,000 km2)

 Steam Assisted Gravity Drainage (SAGD)

 Shallower oil sands deposit and absence of capping 
formation (Athabasca)

 Steam is pumped through the well bore in order to 
heat up the bitumen and make it less viscous

 Cyclic Steam Stimulation (CSS)

 Similar method as SAGD

 Consists of three stages: Injection, Soaking and 
Production

 Deeper reservoirs (Cold Lake and Peace River)

 More effective in wider range of reservoir qualities

 Mining 
 Truck and shovel surface mining has been used to develop 

shallow (<75m) bitumen deposits since 1967

 High recovery rates (95%)

 Upfront capital and operating costs are significantly higher 
than those of in-situ projects
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Oil Sands Light Oil 

 Horizontal Drilling

 Horizontal drilling allows the E&P’s to access a much 
larger pay zone compared to its vertical counterpart

 Vertical Drilling

 Wellbore is extended down into the pay zone in a 
vertical fashion

 The traditional way to drill for oil

 A typical Horizontal well costs $5 million vs. a vertical well at $1 
million, but allows companies to produce more oil

 Enhanced Oil Recovery (EOR)

 Enables producer to extract 30%-60% of the reservoir’s original 
oil, compared with 20%-40% using traditional recovery 
techniques

 Waterflood

 Natural Gas Reinjection

 Gas Lift (Bubble Pumps)

In-Situ (Oil Sands) and Horizontal Drilling (Light Oil) are the most popular extraction techniques



Oil & Gas 101
Upstream Valuation

 Oil & Gas trading multiples rely on some of the more traditional 
approaches with some minor adjustments to take into account 
some unique characteristics of the industry

 Cash Flow Multiples

 EV / DACF  DACF calculated as operating cash flow + after-
tax interest and after-tax exploration expenses

 Debt-neutral approach

 P / CF  Similar metric, but with taking into account leverage

 Production Metrics

 EV / Production  Price per flowing barrel

 Addresses how expensive a company is with respect to 
its current upstream operations

 Important consideration here is the amount of oil vs. 
natural gas is in the production mix due to the lower 
multiple assigned to natural gas 

 Debt-neutral approach

 Field Netback Take-away from a barrel sold, profit metric

 Reserve Metrics

 EV / Reserves  Either 1P, 2P or 3P can be used here

 Addresses how much is being paid for the company 
compared to their booked reserves

 Recycle Ratio Field Netback / FD&A Costs

 Level of profitability of an oil or gas asset
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Trading Multiples Net Asset Value (NAV)
 A version of a Discounted Cash Flow Analysis (DCF), that 

takes into account some unique characterises of oil & gas 
companies

 NAV calculations take into account booked reserves as at 
the most recent year-end

 Common approach is to utilize a “blow-down” scenario 
(allowing reserves to decline naturally)

 Production estimates can be estimated through 
management guidance or with the use of a type 
curve (light oil)

 NAVs are calculated by taking the present value of after-
tax cash flows and adjusting for the estimated value of 
land and balance sheet items such as other assets and 
hedges, and deducting reported net debt and other 
balance sheet items

 Typical discount rate used is 10%

 High amount of judgement in what to include in book 
reserves and what is considered “exploration & production 
upside” make for NAV calculations that can be very 
different
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Canadian Market Update
Tar Sands Country

 CAPP forecasts total Canadian supply to grow from 3.7 
Mmbbl/d in 2014 to 5.3 Mmbbl/d in 2030 (1.1 Mmbbl/d 
lower than last year’s forecast)

 Forecasts almost all growth to come from oil sands

 Oil sands have one of the highest break-even prices, 
limiting future growth at current price levels

 CAPP forecasts total Canadian output to grow to 
only 4.3 Mmbbl/d under no oil sands growth 
assumption
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Source: Street Research, CAPP.
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Canadian Market Update
Light Oil and Natural Gas Outlook
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Source: 2013 CIBC Research, CAPP.

Forecasted Light Oil Production per Play
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Forecast Natural Production Output Implications

 Light oil production in Canada is expected to increase 
significantly in the coming years

 Growth is mainly attributable to technological 
improvements such as hz. drilling and waterflood

 Montney and Cardium to be the drivers of growth

 CAPP forecasts Canadian natural gas production to 
increase from current levels of 14.5 Bcf/d to 17 Bcf/d in 
2030



Canadian Market Update
Oil & Gas Transportation
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Source: CAPP.

Existing and Proposed Canadian and U.S. Crude Oil Pipelines

Implications

 Pipelines exiting the WCSB have an existing capacity of 3,792 Mbbl/d

 Most of the proposed additional capacity (3,645 Mbbl/d) is subject to pressures from environmental groups and political 
parties

 Crude-by-rail volumes are expected to reach 500-600 Mbbl/d in 2018. Further growth in contingent on the approval of 
pipeline projects such as Keystone XL 



Canadian Market Update
Is Orange the New Blue?
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Source: Alberta/Canada NDP, CBC News.

Alberta NDP Platform on Energy Canada NDP Platform on Energy

Rachel Notley Tom Mulcair

Poll Evolution

 Increase corporate tax rate from 10% to 12%

 Implement “realistic” oil royalties

 Promote processing and upgrading in the province

 Strengthen environmental standards

 Increases minimum wage to $15 per hour by 2018

 Create a cap-and-trade system with market price on 
carbon emissions

 Oppose Northern Gateway and Keystone XL. Oppose 
Energy East until it is subject to a more stringent 
environmental review process

 Redirect $1 Bn per year from fossil fuel subsidies to 
clean energy development
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United States 
Market Update
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U.S. Market Update
Made in America
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Source: EIA.

Monthly Oil Production by State

 The shale revolution has changed the trajectory of US oil production
 Majority has been from Permian, Eagle Ford and Bakken
 Even as traditional producers have fallen off (Alaska) this has been countered by shale states



U.S. Market Update
Vive la (shale) revolución
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Source: Baker Hughes Rig Count September 2015.
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Rig type has changed

 Shift to Horizontal wells has led to increased flow per well
 Improved technology has allowed more wells per rig
 US total production has increased 56% over period, number of wells has fallen by 4
 High-grading means that marginal wells are being cut but more productive wells continue to produce
 Rig count falling should have muted effect on total production volumes
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U.S. Market Update
Lower for Longer?
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Source: EIA, Bloomberg as of 9/23/2015.

Inventory Build-up In the US

 Inventories have hit a peak and may now be falling in the US as a result of lower price environment 
 US producers have been more resilient than expected
 Producers preferring to store oil until price rebounds
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U.S. Market Update
Strong USD, Worst Cure for Low Commodity Prices 
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Source: Bloomberg as of 9/23/2015.

USD weighing on prices

 USD is a driver of global oil prices and hence moves inversely to commodity prices
 Appreciation of USD has exacerbated the recent fall in benchmark prices



International
Market Update



International Market Update
“History never repeats itself, but it rhymes”- Mark Twain
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Source: EIA Historical Price Data.
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U.S. Market Update
Global supply is concentrated in a small number of countries
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Source: EIA. 



U.S. Market Update
Much of this supply is in countries with extreme political risk
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Source: AON Crisis Report 2015, EIA. 

• 57.5% of world reserves at high or severe risk

High risk
Severe risk

43.89%

13.61%

42.50%

Proved Oil Reserves 
by Risk Level



International Market Update
Volatile producers 
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Source: Baker Hughes Rig Count.
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Supply has already been significantly disrupted

 World production has been volatile in recent years
 Geopolitics has interrupted production in a number of significant producing countries
 If production returns to previous levels due to normalization of domestic politics the global supply glut will 

be prolonged



International Market Update
War of Attrition
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Source: Baker Hughes Rig Count.
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Saudi Arabia Update

 Q2 2015 the highest rig count on record
 OPEC’s decisions not to cut production are aimed to drive US suppliers out of business
 Saudi Oil Minister Ali Al-Naimi “Only Allah can set the price of oil”- May 2015
 Saudi Arabia needs market share for political power
 Political and economic power are necessary due to domestic challenges
 Saudi royal family derives authority from religious status- require oil funding to maintain regional dominance in the face of IS

and ‘Shia crescent’



International Market Update
Who blinks first?
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Source: IMF, Deutsche Bank Research.
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Fiscal impact 

 Low oil prices are harming the budgets of producers
 Most producers rely on petro dollars to prop up the rest of the economy and legitimize regimes
 Prolonged period of low prices would require massive fiscal readjustment in producing countries
 Budgetary issues are compounded by increasing potential of internecine violence in MENA



Section III

Commodity Pricing Update



Commodity Price Update
More of a “Downdate”
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Source: Bloomberg as of 9/26/2015.

Oil Grades – WTI vs. Brent vs. Natural Gas vs. WCS

Key Oil Spreads – WTI-WCS & Brent-WTI
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Commodity Price Update
But why bro?

 Oil and gas prices have decreased significantly over the past year, WTI falling 57% since the price peak in June 2014

 OPEC realized that prices were helping sustain too many high cost producers, especially in the US and Canada, so they brought on supply 

 Prices are expected to stay at the lower levels as demand lags supply slightly and inventories need to be depleted

 The challenge is supply glut data and negative market sentiment have kept the prices so low that most oil sands, service, and high cost 
companies are suffering which negatively impacts the Canadian economy

 Riding out the sustained low prices is helping companies to cut costs, but is also crushing potential future developments, as overall capital 
expenditures for E&P companies has fallen 41% 
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Source: Street Research. Oil Price. Bloomberg as of 9/26/2015. Diapason Commodities. 

Spread Rationalization 

WTI – WCS 

 A major contributor to the current differential is the spread in 
exchange rates and value of the US dollar

 The exchange rate accounts for a relatively significant portion of 
the WTI:WCS spread because the US dollar has gained so much 
value over the course of 2015

 The challenge of transporting oil and building new pipelines has 
been a major problem for Canadian benchmarks 

 The lack of infrastructure and long regulatory timelines create a 
bottleneck for Canadian oil producers 

 Any differentials in between regional benchmarks are primarily 
based on small discrepancies of quality and transportation costs

BRENT – WTI 

 WTI was trading a discount to Brent previous to this January 
because of a shale revolution and the markets inability to soak up 
the additional supply due to transportation capacity constraints 

 In the past, there was a ban on a lot of US oil producers which 
didn’t allow them to export their oil

 Brent price compared to WTI may decrease further due to the Iran 
deal resulting in more oil coming from the Middle East

 Brent benchmark producers are having to compete more with 
Africa and the Middle East for Chinese and Indian market share

 Even with these negative headwinds for Brent, WTI prices will not 
outpace Brent in the near term because it costs more for US 
producers to reach Asian markets  

Prices Explained
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Source: Bloomberg as of 9/27/2015. Petroleum Consultants include: GLJ, Sproule, McDaniel and Deloitte. Canadian Banks include: CIBC, RBC, TD, BMO and Scotiabank.  

How Low Can You Go?

Historical and Forecasted WTI

Implications
 Canadian banks and reserve consultants have significantly reduced their price decks over the last 6 months factoring in a 

‘lower for longer’ oil price environment

 Strip pricing has also decreased, pricing Dec. 2020 future contracts at US$59.64/bbl

 Long-term forecasts stabilize in the US$70 – US$80/bbl range
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Commodity Price Update

The Energy Team agrees with the market’s long-term view, anticipating a slow pick-up and sustained volatility in the short-term
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Mini Pitches



Mini Stock Pitch 
Crescent Point Energy Corporation (TSX: CPG)



Company Profile

 Crescent Point Energy (CPG) is a conventional oil and gas 
producer headquartered in Calgary, Alberta. It was founded 
in 2001

 It is light and medium oil focused (91% liquids) and is the 
largest producer in SE Saskatchewan where it runs a 
successful waterflood program

 Also owns assets in SW Sask, AB, UT, and ND including the 
prospective Torquay and Uinta Basin
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Source: Bloomberg as of 9/27/2015 and Company Disclosure.

Company Description 

Q2 2015 Production by Play

Crescent Point Energy Corp Calgary, Alberta

Currency CAD (in millions)

Price per Share $      15.52

Shares Outstanding (M) 500.4

Market Capitalization $          7,766 

Total Debt + $     4,121

Pref. Equity + $ 0 

Cash - $    21

Enterprise Value $   11,866

Dividend Yield 7.73%

52 Week High $40.66

52 Week Low $11.31 *As at 9/27/15

Recent News

Crescent Point

52%

22%

13%

7%
6%

Viewfield

Shaunavon

Uinta

Flat Lake/ Torquay

Steelman/ Midale

 CPG acquired Coral Hill Energy and Legacy Oil + Gas in the 
first half of 2015

 Recently cut their dividend by 57% for the first time in 14 
years in response to the prolonged low commodity price 
environment
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Source: Bloomberg as of 9/27/2015. 

“A classic slide”- Phil Rich, 2014
Crescent Point
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Source: Company disclosure. 

Crescent Point

 Focused in the Shaunavon medium oil play with exposure 
to Viking and conventional oil

 Q2 production of over 25,000 boe/d
 2P reserves of 243 Mmboe
 In 2014, added 9,400 boe/d processing potential 
 120,000 bbls storage capacity
 Number of injection wells to double in 2015
 25.38% of 2015 Exploration expenditure 

 Prospective Uinta Basin light oil play acquired in 2012
 Q2 Production of over 15,000 boe/d
 2P reserves of 97.4 Mmboe
 Potential to transport 10,000 boe/d
 Introduced horizontal drilling program in late 2014 and 

have obtained strong multi-zone results
 13% of 2015 Exploration expenditure 

 Flat Lake Torquay and Bakken light oil play
 Q2 Production of over 8,400 boe/d
 2P reserves of 37.3Mmboe
 2P reserves doubled during 2014
 Recent acquisitions increased assets and CPG is now 

largest operator in the prospective Torquay play
 16% of 2015 exploration expenditure 
 Flat lake gives CPG access to North Dakota Bakken from 

Canadian base

‘All the right junk in all the right places’

SE Saskatchewan 

SW Saskatchewan Uinta Basin, Utah



Comparison Viewfield North Dakota

Land Majority Crowns Majority freehold

Royalties Crown holiday, 11% royalty No holiday, 30% royalty

Efficiencies Multi-well batteries, no 
worker camps

Single-well batteries,
worker camps

Capital Shallower/lower cost wells Deeper/higher cost wells

Crescent Point
Viewfield Bakken
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Reinventing the Bakken Map

Waterflood Type-Well Curve

Waterflood affected area Waterflood unit outline

Viewfield Bakken edge

Viewfield vs. North Dakota

Source: Company disclosure.

 Viewfield Bakken is a shallow, low-cost and high-netback 
area located in South East Saskatchewan

 Current 2P Reserves of 333.8 Mmboe (~1,400 net 
locations)

 25% of 2015 budget directed towards Viewfield assets and 
waterflood program

 The program is reducing decline rates by up to 10%

 ~20,000 boe/d of production currently under waterflood



Crescent Point
Investment Thesis
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Healthy balance sheet with minimal debt repayments due before 2020 

Experienced management and proven track record (classic) 

Sustainable cash flows allowing for an attractive dividend yield

Senior guaranteed notes due in 5+ years with 42% still available on revolver

Prudent dividend cut provides shareholders with a sustainable yield 
given the current low commodity price environment

Pioneer in advancing new drilling technologies providing sustained per 
share growth over the years 

Best-in-class operator with a strong asset base

20% operating costs reduction in H1 2015 with 10% further reductions 
expected in the second half of the year

1

2

3

4

Large high-netback shallow oil assets and attractive footprint in the 
prospective Uinta Basin and Torquay

Lower well decline rates and flexible hedging program helps protect 
current dividend

Exposure to C$$$$Bonus



1. Slashing Costs

 CPG realized ~20% cost and efficiency improvements 
across several plays in H1 2015 compared with 2014

 Additional ~10% savings expected during H2 2015 
compared to H1 2015

 Efficiencies include: reduced drilling days and cleanout 
costs, reduced equipment usage during completions and 
improved methods for logistical planning

 Additional improvements to be expected in 2016 should 
commodity prices remain weak
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Source: Company disclosure.

Cost and Efficiency Improvements Viewfield Drilling and Completion Costs

SE Sask Drilling Day Rate vs. WTI

2014 = $2.0M

End of Q2/15 = $1.6M

Estimated Q4/15 = $1.4M

$0.24M due to cost savings (60%)

$0.16M due to efficiencies (40%)

Crescent Point
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Crescent Point
1. CPG vs. Other Saskatchewan Playerz

39

Source: Company disclosure and CIBC research.

Q2 2015 Op. Costs Q2 2015 Netbacks

2015E Op. Costs 2015E Netbacks
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Coral Hill Acquisition

Legacy Acquisition

Bank Credit Facilities

Senior Guaranteed Notes

Crescent Point
2. Keeping the Boat Afloat
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Source: Company disclosure.

Net Debt Breakdown Bank Credit Facilities

Long-Term Debt Senior Notes Maturity Schedule
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 Net debt as at Jun. 30, 2015: ~4.1 Bn

 CPG currently has combined credit facilities of $3.6 Bn with 
~ $1.5 Bn still available

 These facilities are composed of a 3-year revolver loan 
(due June 2018) and senior guaranteed notes

 The entire US$1.51 Bn notes are currently hedged for 
interest and principal repayments purposes

 No material debt repayments due near-term with majority 
of senior notes coming to term after 2020



Crescent Point
3. A Strong Management Generating α

41

Source: Company disclosure.

Dem Boyz Geeks of the Bow Valley

Production per Share (fully diluted) 2P Reserves per Shares (fully diluted)
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 President & CEO: Scott Saxberg

 Founded CPG in 2001 and has been president since 
2003

 20+ years of industry experience

 CFO: Greg Tisdale

 20+ years of industry and has been CFO since 2004

 COO: Neil Smith

 30 years of industry experience

 Chairman: Peter Bannister

 CPG has been a pioneer in advancing new technology since 2008

 In 2008-2009, the company initiated waterflood pilots in the 
Bakken and was the first to complete a cemented liner

 So far, the company’s Viewfield waterflood program successfully 
reduces decline rates by up to 10% and enables CPG to deliver 
more stable cash flows to shareholders

 CPG’s technological advancements continue to be transferred to 
emerging plays to increase recovery factors and reduce decline 
rates

 New closable sliding sleeve technology could contribute to 
further reduce costs
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3. Bulking season
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Technical Reserve Additions Acquired Reserves

 On May 26th CPG acquired Legacy Oil + Inc., for $600MM
 Assumed $967MM of debt
 Acquired at 6.8x 2015 DACF 
 120.7 mboe of 2P reserves with Netback of $31.00 and 

$14.87/2P Boe
 “Legacy’s combination of high-growth resource play assets 

and high-quality, low-decline conventional assets are a 
tremendous fit with Crescent Point and are expected to 
enhance our long-term dividend plus growth strategy”

 On July 2nd CPG acquired Coral Hill Energy Ltd., in a share 
for share deal valued at approx. $126MM

 Assumed $132MM of debt
 Acquired at 5.8x 2015 DACF
 17.6 mboe of 2P reserves with Netback of $38.00 and 

$14.67/2P Boe
 “Combining our knowledge in the (Swan Hills) resource play 

with Coral Hill’s strategic position creates a compelling 
opportunity, especially at this time”

Source: Company disclosure.

Coral Hill Energy Legacy Oil + Gas

2P Reserves Addition 

Crescent Point
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Collars Swaps

Crescent Point
4. ‘We shouldn’t pay for hedging, but it sure helps’
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Source: Company disclosure.

Current Oil Hedges

Hedging Strategy ‘17/18 Hedges Flexibility
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 CPG strives to manage risk associated to oil and gas prices 
in order to provide stability to its dividend through its 3 ½ 
year hedging strategy

 Current hedging schedule:

 2015: 54% at C$88.00/bbl

 2016: 33% at C$83.00/bbl

 2017: 10% at C$81.00/bbl

 The company also has the ability to move 2017 and 2018 
hedges into 2016 if should commodity prices remain weak

‘17/18 Hedging FlexibilitySwapsCollars

54%

33%

10%
6%

54% ~50%



 Based on management’s estimates, every $1/bbl WTI increase equates to ~$30 MM of cash flow in 2016

 Cash flow scenarios are based on expected 10% costs savings in H2 2015

 US $60/bbl WTI scenario includes repayment of long-term debt

Crescent Point
4. “Cash is kings” - Larbi
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Source: Company disclosure.

Budget Flexibility

2016 Capital Expenditure Scenarios $1.05 Bn $1.20 Bn $1.20 Bn $1.35 Bn

Average Production (boe/d) 165-167,000 169-171,000 169-171,000 172-174,000

Operating Cash Flow $1.55 Bn $1.58Bn $2.16 Bn $2.20 Bn

Cash Flow per Share $3.05 $3.11 $4.24 $4.31

Total Payout Ratio 108% 116% 85% 90%

Total Payout Ratio (incl. ‘17/18 hedging gains) 99% 106% 85% 90%

Net Debt to Cash Flow (incl. ‘17/18 hedging gains) 2.5x 2.5x 1.9x 1.9x

Estimated access to 2017/2018 Hedging Gains ~$144 MM ~$144 MM n.a. n.a.

US $40/bbl WTI
USD/CAD $0.74

US $60/bbl WTI
USD/CAD $0.76



Crescent Point
What is it Worth?
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Source: Strip pricing as at Sept. 25, 2015.

Comparable Companies

Analysis

 Crescent Point currently trades at a discount to both Saskatchewan and Dividend Paying peers on an EV / DACF basis and 
presents an attractive valuation based on Price / Risked NAV

 It also trades at a slight discount to oil-weighted peers on an EV / Forward Production basis despite the quality of its shallow
high-netback assets

 CPG’s Net Debt / Forward CF ratio are in-line with peers (ex. Lightstream) and its 2015-2016E total payout ratio are still at a 
level that allows the company to protect its current dividend

Current Net Debt /

Shares Market Current Enterprise EV / 2P Payout Ratio Cash Flow EV / DACF EV / Production Price / NAV

Company Ticker Price O/S Cap Net Debt Value Div Yield Current 2015E 2016E 2015E 2016E 2015E 2016E 2017E 2015E 2016E 2017E Risked Unrisked

($) (MM) ($MM) ($MM) ($MM) (%) ($/boe) (%) (%) (x) (x) (x) (x) (x) ($/boe/d) ($/boe/d) ($/boe/d) (%) (%)

Saskatchewan

ARC ARX $18.14 341.5 $6,195 $891 $7,086 6.6% $10.72 121% 133% 1.2x 1.1x 9.1x 9.0x 8.3x $61,296 $57,144 $54,170 106% 41%

Lightstream LTS $0.40 197.6 $79 $1,525 $1,604 0.0% $9.95 130% 174% 22.1x 22.7x 4.6x 7.7x 7.9x $50,769 $59,418 $59,491 nmf 48%

Spartan SPE $2.28 264.3 $603 $81 $684 0.0% $17.26 109% 168% 1.2x 1.4x 8.6x 10.6x 8.6x $79,406 $84,402 $80,562 107% 77%

TORC TOG $5.92 158.2 $937 $270 $1,207 9.1% $13.93 145% 156% 2.0x 1.7x 8.1x 8.4x 7.4x $80,017 $69,948 $72,216 139% 78%

Average Saskatchewan 3.9% $12.97 126% 158% 6.6x 6.7x 7.6x 8.9x 8.1x $67,872 $67,728 $66,610 117% 61%

Dividend Paying

Bonterra BNE $21.74 33.1 $720 $358 $1,078 8.3% $11.56 97% 105% 3.0x 2.7x 8.0x 8.0x 7.2x $84,249 $82,951 $74,359 96% 38%

Enerplus ERF $6.51 206.2 $1,342 $1,288 $2,630 9.2% $6.32 144% 186% 3.5x 3.8x 4.8x 6.5x 7.4x $26,046 $25,417 $26,772 102% 36%

Pengrowth PGF $1.21 540.7 $654 $2,098 $2,752 3.3% $4.95 41% 110% 5.0x 7.2x 4.6x 4.5x 6.1x $38,231 $37,707 $38,004 130% 29%

TORC TOG $5.92 158.2 $937 $270 $1,207 9.1% $13.93 145% 156% 2.0x 1.7x 8.1x 8.4x 7.4x $80,017 $69,948 $72,216 139% 78%

Whitecap WCP $11.10 298.7 $3,316 $775 $4,091 6.8% $16.32 104% 118% 1.9x 1.7x 6.8x 9.2x 8.6x $102,264 $92,968 $90,524 84% 37%

Average Dividend Paying 7.3% $10.62 106% 135% 3.1x 3.4x 6.5x 7.3x 7.3x $66,161 $61,798 $60,375 110% 44%

Average Total 5.8% $11.66 115% 145% 4.7x 4.9x 7.0x 8.0x 7.7x $66,922 $64,434 $63,146 113% 51%

Crescent Point CPG $15.52 500.4 $7,766 $4,100 $11,866 7.7% $12.79 113% 120% 2.3x 2.2x 5.3x 6.0x 6.0x $72,573 $66,288 $68,441 80% 32%



Recommendation - BUY
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 A decline in oil prices would impair Crescent Point’s ability 
to grow production and sustain its current dividend

 Poor waterflood results or higher-than-expected decline 
rates at Viewfield

 Weak results from its developing plays (Uinta and Torquay)

 Inability to further reduce operating costs

 Increasing industry costs

Catalysts Risks
 A sustained increase in WTI would bring relief to CPG’s 

payout ratio and secure its position as a best-in-class 
operator

 Strong drilling program results and waterflood program 
improvements

 Further operating costs reductions

 Successful transfer of technological advancements to 
emerging plays

 Positive updates from the new and prospective Uinta and 
Torquay assets

Recommendation: BUY (after we reassess our position in MEG)

 We believe Crescent Point is an industry-leading operator with a best-in-class asset base

 Its strong wateflood program and hedging flexibility allows it to deliver stable cash flows to its shareholders

 It would provide DCM with an attractive yield through the commodity downturn while being well-positioned to benefit from an 
oil price rally

 We think the stock is currently undervalued following the recent sell-off attributable to the recent dividend cut

Crescent Point



Mini Stock Pitch 
TransAlta Renewables Inc. (TSX: RNW)



Renewables Primer
History and Terms

 Renewable resources were used well before the discovery 
of the conventional fossil fuels we see today

 Renewable energy technology has increased over time, 
creating high capital needs and long time periods for 
development

 It is a riskier investments during start-up and growth stages 
of the life cycle; however, privy to govt. tax subsidies

 Hydro and wind energy are the most common sources of 
alternative energy
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Source: Company Presentation, August 2015. Green Mountain Energy. Energy Digital. WSGR.

Background

Major Players by Power Generation

Market Segments

Financing Fundamentals

Initiation of “Project Finance” to help collect equity for firms to use 
in development 

 Hydro: use dams and pipes to flow water through turbine 
before sending it back on its natural path, least expensive

 Wind: 2nd most common form, captures energy via turbines, 
production costs shrink as demand grows 

 Solar: inexhaustible form of energy capable of directly 
generating heat, light, and electricity 

 Biomass: organic matter or waste that is used to produce 
energy through steam generation (think campfires)

 Geothermal: drilling two miles underground to access boiling 
water and rising steam to push turbines

Equity Investors

Lenders Project-level Equity Sponsor

Project Company / Borrower

Utility Contractor Suppliers Servicer Tech Provider

Lenders 

 Largest solar project pipeline in the world
 Leading provider of PV energy solutions
 Have constructed over 1.5 GW of PV power plants 

 Largest renewable asset base in the world 
 2.4 GW hydro generation in Brazil and 1,450 MW 

capacity in offshore wind farm 

 Delivers 27,500 MW of fuel-efficient electricity to 
US and Canada through geothermal technology

 Californian site is ¼ of non-hydro renewable energy



Renewables Primer
Market Growth
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Source: EIA.gov. EIA AEO 2015. Bloomberg as of 9/25/2015.

Growth Based on Market Segment

Growth based on Geography
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YieldCo Primer
Deep Dive
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Source: NREL.gov. Market Realist. WSGR. Bloomberg as of 09/25/2015. 

Market Segmentation 

Structure

Terms to Know / Measurements

Sponsor Company

Public 
Shareholders

Yieldco

 Yieldco:

 Investment vehicle established to own operating 
assets that generate predictable cash flows

 Dividend growth oriented company, created by 
parent to bundle renewables and long-term 
contracted operating assets to generate cash flow 

 Right of First Offer (ROFO): contracts, often dropped down 
from parent company, giving yieldco option to buy assets 
in development before considering 3rd party offers

 Cash Available for Distribution (CAFD): quarterly earnings 
– (interest tax paid + maintenance capital + capex + 
principal payments) – reserves 

 Power – Purchase Agreements (PPA’s): a contract between 
two parties, one who generates electricity and one who is 
looking to buy electricity 

 Portfolio: mix of assets controlled by the yieldco, 
assembled according to the parent company’s expertise 
and desire to balance income with tax benefits  

 Counterparties: group on other side of contracts to use 
assets, need to be sure these are strong, secure 
corporations that will not breach long-term contracts

NEP
13%

NYLD
14%

BEP
22%RNW

11%

OTHER
27%

TERP 
13%



YieldCo Primer
Whether to bandwagon, Seahawks Style

 Invest in renewable assets without accepting all the risks 
of development or acquisition

 Less speculative due to use of a sponsor, and therefore 
have lower cost of capital 

 Gain funding from a diverse investor base

 Qualify for accelerated depreciation during the first 5 years 
of a project’s life, creating large tax savings to offset 
corporate taxes

 Predictable cash flows via project agreements, often 
extending 15 – 30 years

 Focus on distribution of available cash to shareholders, 
creating liquidity and potential for reinvestment

 Most qualify for Investment Tax Credit (ITC) 
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Industry Catalyst Industry Risks

 Sponsor has majority control and voting rights

 Newer vehicle, only gaining traction and growth starting in 
2011 – 2012 so potentially untrustworthy 

 Need to be constantly growing through acquisition, drop-
downs, or organic growth to keep depreciation tax 
advantages 

 Vulnerability to rising interest rates because raising capital 
for new projects becomes more expensive and investors 
no longer look for alternative asset classes

 Don’t have same tax pass through as MLPs and REITS

 Intermittent results of renewable energy sources such as 
wind that can significantly impact earnings results quarter-
to-quarter 

Considerations when investing…

Portfolio 
Size

Asset Mix
Distribution

History

Counter-
parties

Sponsor 
Standing

Duration of    
Contracts

1 2 3 4 5 6



TransAlta Renewables
Company Profile

 TransAlta renewables is a yieldco focused on wind and 
hydro in Canada, as well as, gas and power in Australia

 It is the 3rd largest yieldco, producing 1,378 MW of energy

 The firm had its IPO in 2013 raising $200 MM in capital

 The sponsor company, TransAlta Corporation, retains a 76% 
stake in the company

 Brett M. Gellner has been the CFO of TransAlta Corp. since 
2010 and became president of RNW in 2013
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Source: Bloomberg as of 9/23/2015, Company 10-Q.

Company Description Capitalization Table

TransAlta Renewables Calgary, Alberta

Currency CAD (in millions) 2013 IPO as RNW

Alternative Energy

Price per Share $      10.08 

Shares Outstanding (M) 190.8

Insider Shares 6 month 
change (%)

24.46%

Market Capitalization $          2,024 

Total Debt + $          666

Pref. Equtiy + $ 37

Cash - $    50                                       

Enterprise Value $          2,677

CAFD $137.8M

Dividend Yield 7.48%

52 Week High $13.50

52 Week Low $10.36

Sponsor Control 76% *As at 9/28/15

EBITDA Breakdown by Segment

Western Canadian 
Wind 12%

Eastern Canadian 
Wind 64%

Hydro
6%

Wyoming Wind 
Farm 3%

Australian Assets
15%

1

2
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Source: Bloomberg as of 9/25/2015. 

TransAlta Renewables
Annotated Price Chart

Earnings announcement 
and $0.64 dividend

Acquired Australian power 
generation and gas pipeline 
portfolio for $1.78 Bn

Earnings and 
$0.70 dividend



TransAlta Renewables
Business Explained

The dividend yield is the highest of all six yieldcos in the U.S. at 7.48%. 
Plan to increase it 15-16% through completion of Australian assets. Target 
payout ratio of 80 – 85% CAFD.
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Source: Company 10-Q and Presentations. Street Research.

Dividend Distribution History Portfolio Breakdown

Financial Metrics Australian Portfolio

 468 MMcf/d net natural gas processing capacity, 795 
MMcf/d of enhanced liquids extraction capacity, and 405 
km of gathering pipelines

 Provide gas gathering, compression and shallow/deep cut 
processing services

 96% reliability in PPA, contributing to reputation for 
operational excellence

 Hydro Quebec, Ontario Power Authority, BC hydro, Enmax, 
Energie NB Power, Horizon Power, FMG, BHP, Newmont 

 FFO per share $0.64 
 CAFD per share $0.50 (+43% YoY)

 South Hedland (2042)

− 150 MW generation

− COD expected in 
beginning of 2017

 Southern Cross (2023)

− 245 MW generation

− 500 km transmission

 Solomon (2028, with 
possible 5yr extension)

− 125 MW generation

 Parkeston (2016)

− 55 MW generation 

− 50% interest

 Fortescue River Gas 
Pipeline (2035)

− 270km gas pipeline 

$0.00

$0.40

$0.80

$1.20

2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020
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2015 2014

Cash flow from operating activities $89,937 $80,992

Change in non-cash net working capital -$1,936 -$7,688

Sustaining capital expenditure -$4,918 -$3,273

Distributions paid to subsidiaries (non-controlling) -$2,641 -$2,985

Principle repayments of amortizing debt -$11,176 -$27,275

Cash available for distribution $69,266 $39,771

Weighted average of common shares outstanding 137.8M 114.7M

Cash available for distribution per share $0.50 $0.35



TransAlta Renewables
Investment Thesis

 Negative Market Sentiment 
 Negative view of energy overall with most portfolios decreasing exposure to all companies in the sector
 Stock price declined after acquisition of Australian assets due to worries over China and growth in the 

South Pacific, investors aren’t focusing on the underlying assets

 Strong Potential for Future Growth 
 Own ROFO’s for additional Australian assets 

 TransAlta Corp. handles all acquisitions then extends ROFO to RNW, eliminating the risk of deal 
fall-through

 Possible future drop-downs from sponsor, TransAlta Corporation, estimated at $300 million annual 
EBITDA with exposure to wind, hydro, and solar assets
 Alberta hydro, Canadian gas-fire generation, contracted Quebec wind farm, Ontario hydro facility

 TransAlta Corp. is working to reduce its debt obligation by $300 – 500 million, and will likely complete 
one more drop-down in 2015 

 Sustainable dividend with long-term contracts on operating assets
 Current average PPA life extends to 2031, securing at least the current cash flow well into the future
 Additional drop-downs and acquisitions will only lead to higher CAFD and therefore dividend 
 Have existing three year plan to increase dividend 15-16%, with a 9% increase already realized, through 

assets portfolio in Australia

Source: Street Research. Company investor presentation, August 2015. 

5

6



TransAlta Renewables
Valuation
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Source: Bloomberg as of 9/25/2015. 

Comparable Companies

 RNW trades at a steep discount based on price-to-earnings 
 It also had a stronger dividend yield, likely due to a higher CAFD resulting in positive free cash flow as well
 The firms has extremely low levels of debt, especially when compared to peers that are also yieldcos
 The minimal debt of RNW provides more confidence and flow through the shareholders when it comes to sales generation and 

cash available for distribution

Analysis

Mkt Cap 

(CAD)

Enterprise 

Value

EV/ 

EBITDA

P/E Dividend 

Yield ROE FCF ($M)

Net Debt/ 

EBITDACompany Name Ticker Price 2015E 2016E 2017E

Brookfield Renewable Energy BEP $36.56 $5,242.19 $22,126.69 16.02x 110.54x 91.45x 36.15x 5.85% 0.78% $755.5 7x

NRG Yield Inc. NYLD $17.06 $3,071.49 $9,094.35 17.76x 77.58x 20.35x 12.08x 6.21% 2.49% $265.1 8.96x

Pattern Energy Group Inc. PEGI $27.20 $2,030.97 $5,312.55 27.22x 32.40x 30.63x 28.63x 6.66% -7.76% -$278.3 11.08x

Abengoa Yield PLC ABY $22.89 $2,294.38 $8,819.97 - 58.63x 15.92x 14.93x 3.96% -0.20% - -

Nextera Energy Partners LP NEP $31.08 $3,235.31 $6,111.32 11.81x 53.12x 22.06x 14.78x 4.03% -3.18% -$775.5 8.19x

Terra Form Power Inc TERP $21.80 $3,058.04 $7,014.93 61.90x 19.25x 55.27x 20.50x 1.99% -9.49% -$629.3 13.67x

Mean $23.84 $2,985.37 $8,728.25 25.93x 53.91x 36.15x 20.55x 5.28% -2.01% -$86.65 8.76x

Median $22.89 $3,058.04 $7,014.93 20.70x 53.12x 20.35x 16.80x 5.85% -0.20% -$67.85 8.58x

TransAlta Corp TA $6.26 $1,739.82 $7,636.82 9.35x - 65.26x 29.67x 11.61% 0.84% $26.0 4.51x

Capital Power Corp CPX $19.41 $1,883.21 $4,074.21 10.74x - 17.14x 16.75x 7.32% -1.13% $161.0 3.89x

Northland Power Inc NPI $17.17 $2,857.38 $7,001.82 17.46x 27.85x 42.56x 42.31x 6.38% 0.58% -$1,652.6 8.92x

Innergex Renewble Energy INE $10.28 $1,021.71 $3,157.33 16.81x 684.51x 53.82x 43.76x 6.06% -8.40% -$227.5 10.32x

Mean $12.68 $1,893.46 $4,897.62 15.01x 246.08x 39.23x 29.86x 7.92% -0.96% -$310.1 6.28x

Median $10.30 $1,883.21 $4,074.21 16.81x 27.85x 42.56x 29.67x 7.32% 0.58% $26.00 4.51x

TransAlta Renewables Inc. RNW $10.30 $1,965.20 $2,617.92 20.70x 25.87x 17.37x 16.80x 7.48% 3.30% $142.6 3.67x



TransAlta Renewables
Recommendation - BUY 
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Source: Street Research, Bloomberg as of 9/10/2015.

Football Field

 Yieldco’s perform poorly with rising interest rates because 
it is difficult to raise money for new projects and investors 
turn away from alternative investments

 RNW is significantly controlled by its sponsor, so if the 
sponsor does poorly, RNW will likely suffer as well

 It is a relatively new market, and as such is distrusted by 
investors, especially during bad times

 High sustaining capital expenditure when accelerated 
depreciation ends

Catalysts Risks

 Target price implies 34% upside
 Negative macro sentiment and distrust of sector leaves 

solid, stable companies undervalues
 TransAlta Corp. has hinted at further drop-downs this year 

which will increase RNW’s EBITDA and dividend 
 RNW diversified its asset portfolio through Australian 

acquisition, and now has strong exposure to the $254.4 
billion growing market 
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Section V

Merci, Des Questions?


